SKILLS FOR LEARNING

GUIDE TO EXAM PREPARATION

WHAT IS EXAM PREPARATION? AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

Effective exam preparation can have a significant impact on exam results. Developing exam strategies, revision techniques, and time management skills can lessen exam anxiety and enable you to fully demonstrate your knowledge and abilities in an exam setting.

Exams test more than just knowledge; they allow you to show off your organisational skills, the strength of your study skills, and your ability to perform well under pressure and time constraints.

WHICH SKILLS ARE REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL EXAM PREPARATION?

Successful exam preparation is all about being organised, recognising your individual strengths and weaknesses, and setting mechanisms in place to compensate for them.

TOP TIPS FOR EXAM PREPARATION

1. **SCOPE THE TASK AHEAD** so that you are aware of all the factors affecting your examination. Pick up a copy of the Preparing for Exams checklist. Attend final lectures and take note of what your lecturer tells you about your assessment.

2. **PLAN TO SUCCEED.** Work out how much time is left and set yourself a timetable. Be aware of your prime time for revision and use it to do tasks that require concentration. During your non-prime time (e.g. bus journeys/walking the dog), do more administrative tasks - test yourself, write out flashcards, record yourself and listen back. Timetable in everything - social plans, breaks, work commitments, so that you know exactly what time you have left.

3. **BE REALISTIC** about what you can achieve in the time you have available. Accept that you will temporarily have less social and free time - it won’t be forever.

4. **TAKE A BREAK.** When revising, build in regular breaks every 20-50 minutes. Your brain will absorb much more information this way and your revision sessions will be more productive.

5. **MAKE YOUR REVISION TIME COUNT.** Commit to being uninterrupted for that time period, with no distractions. Concentrate on your planned revision activity and try not to procrastinate or be side tracked. Set yourself a specific task for the session - be realistic about what is achievable and at the end of the session walk away and do something else.

6. **USE A VARIETY OF REVISION TECHNIQUES** to keep yourself interested. Some techniques will fit better with some subject areas or exam types, or will be more effective for you personally.
7. **Practice Active Revision**, not passive. Active revision is about understanding and using the information, testing your knowledge and using it to construct something. Passive revision is memorizing or learning by rote without real understanding of the subject matter.

8. **Build in Review Time** on a daily/weekly/end of topic basis. This will enable you to reflect, see what else needs to be covered and amend your timetable and plans accordingly.

9. **Take Care of Yourself**. Eat well, sleep, and don’t forget fresh air and exercise. You won’t function well without fuel and sleep.

10. **Don’t Panic**. Easier said than done, but allowing time for relaxation and even just taking some deep breaths can help keep things in perspective.

**On the Day of the Exam**

1. **Read the Instructions** and listen to the invigilator’s directions. Do you have to answer all the questions? Do they all have the same mark weighting?

2. **Set Yourself a Rough Timetable**. Take a few minutes at the start to work out how long to spend on each question, and allow time for review at the end.

3. **Try to Answer All the Questions** to maximize your potential score.

4. **Be Calm** and prepared.

**Help and Advice**

For further help and advice, please see the Skills for Learning website at [http://www.wlv.ac.uk/skills](http://www.wlv.ac.uk/skills).

**Further Resources**

For more information on exam preparation, please see our Skills for Learning course on Canvas.

We have an array of print and electronic resources about exam preparation including:
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